ABSTRACT

The Purpose of this practical work is to design a webbased accounting system to help Toko Metta Bangunan for their accounting recording which is still use manual recording methods. Webbased accounting system aims to make it easy for owner by providing financial information and improving business performance. This practical work starts from 10 August 2019 until 09 March 2020.

Before design the system, the authors have an interview and observation with the owner to understand the operational activities. This system provide the main menu, forms, general journals and financial statements so the owner only needs to input the transactions that occurred during that period.

The system was successfully implemented by Toko Metta Bangunan. Through this system, Mr. Kevin as the owner claimed to have a positive effect, where the owner can find out the gains and losses that he obtained during the activities and can help owner to make decisions in the future.
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